[On the mechanism of the nonspecific cell response to the action of damaging agents and the nature of hormesis].
A conception of the molecular mechanism of the universal nonspecific cell response (NCR) to the action of all damaging factors of physical and chemical nature is described. The mechanism is shown to be closely related to the general principles of the structural-functional organization of cells and to the properties of biological macromolecules. Among them are the phenomenon of nonspecific regulation of the enzyme activity by low-molecular substances and the compartmentation of the latter within the cell, which is provided by the system of intracellular membranes. Special attention is paid to the role of disturbance of the barrier function, of membranes in the development of the nonspecific cell response, and the activation of repair of cell injuries. Based on the theory of nonspecific cell response, the stimulating effect of weak action of agents that damage the cells at high doses (the phenomenon named as hormesis) is explained.